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Catax Grant
Services
Assisting businesses to identify, apply
and manage UK and EU grant funding.
In the UK & Europe there are
many funding bodies such as
Innovate UK, Local Enterprise
Partnerships & Horizon 2020.
Catax help businesses to navigate
the grant landscape and identify
the most appropriate grant
funding.
Once a funding option has been
identified, our team of expert
bid writers work with the client

to extract all the relevant and
necessary information to make a
strong & compelling application.
Having worked in grant funding
for a number of years, the team
understand how the application
process works, the do’s and
don’ts, the timeframe and project
management needed to ensure
clients maximise their chances of
being successful.

Services
Grant
Sourcing

Bid
Writing

Grant
Claims

Project
Management

“No matter how well you understand your business
and future innovation goals, applying for grants is an
art form which requires specialist skills to work through
the application process and to present your case in a
way that satisfies the assessors. Before working with
the Catax team I had tried and failed with a number
of grant applications, however since engaging with
their team has seen my success rate reach around 50%
proving the value of having expert assistance in this
process.”

“The expertise and insight of Catax
was invaluable to lead us through the
Government grant application process.
I was confident of success based on
their input, and we were delighted
when the results came in."

Paul Willacy, Compact Syngas Solutions, Founder & MD

Antony Quinn, Maverick Aviation, CEO

What Grant Funding Can I Receive?
Grant funding levels can vary for a number of reasons,
such as different funding bodies, sectors, product/service
development stage and geographical location to name
but a few.

Example: SMART is Innovate UK’s
“Open grant funding’ programme,
which is open to all sectors and
funding can range from £25,000 to
£2,000,000.
SMART Project Size: Projects with
durations of between 6 and 18 months
must have total eligible project costs
between £25,000 and £500,000.
Projects between 19 months and 36
months must have total eligible project
costs between £25,000 and £2 million
and must be collaborative.
SMART Funding Levels: For feasibility
and industrial research projects
(TRL 3-5), an SME is eligible for up
to 70% funding or for experimental
development projects (TRL 5-6) which
are nearer to market, an SME can have
eligible project costs of up to 45%.
Medium and large company funding is
also available at a lower rate.

Costs You Can Include in a
SMART Grant Claim:

Labour (PAYE)

Materials

Sub-Contracts

Capex

IP costs

Travel

To find out more information, or to talk to a member of
the team about your grant funding options, call us today.
t: 0300 303 1903
e: enquiries@catax.com
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